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EXTRΔ Mower Range Goes Pro for 2011 Season 

 
02.09.2010, Kerteminde, Denmark 
 
 

 
 

Vicon EXTRΔ 835CT Pro 
 
 
Five years after launching the EXTRΔ mower range, Vicon has once again 
improved the performance of its mower conditioners with a series of updates to 
the 800-series trailed mower conditioner range. 
 
Called the 800 EXTRΔ Pro series, the range includes the EXTRΔ 828, EXTRΔ 
832 and EXTRΔ 835 models, with cutting widths of 2.8m, 3.2m and 3.5m 
respectively. All machines can be fitted with the option of a swath belt. 
 
The range benefits from durable guarding using flex-protect technology, allowing 
the left-hand guard to be raised to reduce the machine’s overall width for 
transport. There is now a revised drawbar design, which offers better protection 
of hoses and wiring as a result of a removable top guard. Wearing bushes are 
now included for the drawbar hydraulic ram. 
 
The new 800 EXTRΔ Pro series models benefit from the same features as the 
existing Extra range, including the well known contra-rotating discs. A curved 
tooth profile on each gear means the mowers operate at a very low noise level, 
with smoother power delivery and cooler running.  
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All models also benefit from Vicon’s free-float pull-type suspension system, but 
subtle changes now allow improved ground contour following at higher forward 
speeds while leaving a cleanly cut, even stubble to promote faster regrowth for 
successive cuts or grazing requirements. 
 
Grass bruising is achieved using a semi-swinging steel tine conditioner that 
offers the aggressive action of a fixed tine combined with the protection afforded 
by free-swinging tines. These steel tines respond to centrifugal forces and are 
much more effective than free-swinging tines in heavier grass crops. 
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832R 
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Working 

width 

2.80 m 3.20 m 3.20 m 3.20 m 3.50 m 3.50 m 3.50 m 3.50 m 

Transport 

width 

2.80  3.00 3.00 3.00 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 

Number of 

discs 

8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 

Drawbar Left hand Left hand Centre Left hand Left hand Centre Left hand centre 

conditioner SemiSwing steel tines Roller 

cond 

SemiSwing Steel tines Roller cond 

 
*** 

Kverneland Group (Kverneland ASA - OSE: KVE) is a leading international company developing, 
producing and distributing agricultural machinery and services. Strong focus on innovation allows 
us to provide a unique and broad product range with high quality. Kverneland Group offers an 
extensive package of systems and solutions to the professional farming community. The offering 
covers soil preparation, seeding, forage- and bale equipment, spreading and spraying. For more 
information on Kverneland Group visit www.kvernelandgroup.com  
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For Details, Contact: 
 
Stefan Zimmermann, Product Manager Vicon Disc & Drum Mowers  
Division Grass, Kverneland Group 
Tel: +49 1520 91 96 745 
Email: stefan.zimmermann@kvernelandgroup.com 
 


